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B.E./B.TECH. Degree Examination, December 2020 
Fourth Semester  

EC16401 – Signals and Systems 
(Regulation 2016) 

Time: Three hours                                                                                                 Maximum : 80 Marks 
Answer ALL questions 

PART A - (8 X 2 = 16 marks) 
1. The unit step signal is 

(a) periodic signal    (b) power signal     (c) energy signal    (d) Neither energy nor power 
2. For a stable LTI system, the ROC should include _____of the s- plane 

(a) jω axis       (b) LHS       (c) RHS    (d) origin 
3. The Initial Value of  36

14)( 2 
 ss

ssX is 
(a) 0      (b) 4       (c) Infinity        (d) None of the above 

4. What is the minimum Nyquist rate required for sampling the signal,    t
ttx 
 )500sin()(   

(a) 500 Hz (b) 250 Hz  (c) 1000Hz (d) 500 π Hz 
5. Determine the fundamental period of the signal ,  )14sin()110cos(2)(  tttx  
6. If Fourier transform of   )(tx is  ( ), then find the Fourier transform of )1( tx  . 
7. A discrete time signal is defined by }4,3,2,1{][ nx   

Sketch and label the signal ]4[ nx . 
8. Compare recursive and non-recursive structure. 

PART B - (4 X16 = 64 marks) 
9. (a) (i) Determine whether or not the following signals are periodic.  

If periodic, specify its fundamental period. 
(i) tetx tj  8cos7.05.0)( 5/2   

                 (ii) njenx 5)(                                                        

(8) 

  (ii) Determine the even and odd part of the given signal tjetx 2)(   (8) 
 

 (b) (i) Check whether the given continuous time signal ttx 2sin)(   is energy or power 
signal. 

(8) 

  (ii) If )(tx and )(ty are the input and output of a system respectively, determine 
which of the following properties hold for the system )(ty )1()(  txtx   
(a) Causality     (b) Linearity    (c) Time Invariance    (d) Stability. 

(8) 
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10. (a) (i) Determine the Laplace transform of the continuous time signal,  

)(3
1)(3

4)( 2 tuetuetx tt    
(8) 

  (ii) Let )(tx and )(sX be Laplace transform pair, find the Laplace transform of 
)2()2/( txtx  , given 1)( 2  s

ssX  
(8) 

 
 (b) (i) Determine the Fourier transform of the signal, tetx 3)(   (8) 
  (ii) Using Fourier transform property, find the Fourier transform of )()( ttutx   (8) 

 
11. (a) Consider a continuous time LTI system described by the differential equation, 

)()(2)()(
2

2 txtydt
tdy

dt
tyd  . Determine the impulse response )(th  using Laplace 

transform for each of the following cases. 
(a) The system is causal                 
(b) The system is stable 

      (c)  The system is neither stable nor causal 

(16) 

 
 (b) Determine the inverse z transform of 21 12.08.01

1)(   zzzX  if the associated 
ROC is  (i) 6.0|| z  (ii) 2.0|| z  (iii) 6.0||2.0  z   

(16) 

 
12. (a) Perform linear convolution of the following sequences using graphical method and 

verify the same using matrix method. }1,3,2,1{][1 nx  &  }1,1,2,1[][2 nx  
(16) 

 
 (b) Determine the impulse response of an LTI system described by the difference 

equation ]1[2][]2[4]1[3][  nxnxnynyny  
(16) 

 


